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Why do we need Science Popularisation?

• dramatic lack of scientists and students in advanced Countries
• mistrust of citizens towards science and new technologies 
• scarce funding for research by Governments

The past attitude of scientists living in their ivory tower, asking money 
without reporting on results and use of public resources 

(“normal” people were considered unable to understand…) 

has clearly been unsuccessful



The Reality and the Vision

Transfer of technology = money

Transfer of knowledge = social cultural growth

• students and ideas 
• acceptance of new technologies 
• social push for funding research towards Governments



What Scientists do
Middle-aged people are too busy in Faculty Councils, 

Committes, Academic duties:  they cannot “loose their time”
in Science Popularisation, but since

“No public awareness, no money!”

Scientists are not prejudicial towards science diffusion and 
education, provided  they have:
a) innovative cultural approach, methods and instruments
b) managerial and professional support.



A positive experience 
Genova Science Festival 
(27 Oct. to 8 Nov. 2005)

No VIP Communicators (generalists), 
but invitation to TOP Experts asking 
them to be “understandable”. 

Most of them where enthusiastic of the 
popular response and they are now 
“frequent flyers” of the Festival!



What Scientists shall be enabled to do

Next Researchers should consider D&E as a “normal” duty

Researchers shall be enabled to communicate their latest advancements 
directly 

This requires:

1) qualification of D&E within studies (e.g. part of  PhD)
= “I am skilled”

2) accountability towards research career  (publications, 
grants, patents, etc.)
= “I perform”

3) prizes and incentives for the best performers 
= “I become visible and get some money”



How can we help them?

New cultural approach   = Need of strong support

Potential resistance by the “Old boys network” due to 
“useless” time spent by their research assistants 

Suggestion: Funding Agencies state the rule that any 
Fellowship paid on research projects has to perform an 
accountable dissemination and education activity during 
the contract



What kind of Training for Researchers?

Market offers training for “Communication of science”:
mainly devoted to those who intend to become journalists

= good writers not obvious for good scientists

Scarce offer of training towards “edutainment” or 
“explanation” to provide the Researchers with 

methods  and instruments

for a good interaction with students, families and the 
general public.



Training of Explainers at the
Genova Science Festival (Oct. 2003, 2004)

1. Over 900 Explainers

2. Public call for applications (local and national, newspapers 
and web)

3. Selection based on skills and personal attitude 

4. Common training on  science diffusion, organisation, 
public relations, communication and presentation skills

5. Specific training within the research groups preparing 
exhibitions and events 



An International team of Explainers

Aesotope (ASEF-INFM) 20 students 
selected via National competitions 
(from Austria to Brunei, to Vietnam 
and Germany) produced original 
scientific exhibits: the winners 
travelled to Genova with their 
teachers and spent one week 
explaining them to the public

“Esciential – European Science 
Festival” funded by EU: students 
and researchers from France, 
Slovenia, UK, and Spain explained 
exhibitions and labs to the public



Some results

Explainers = Ambassadors of the Festival, promoters

Appreciation by the public (young explainers = confidence)

International team of people “speaking the same language”

Enthusiasm towards science diffusion and education:
teen-agers from non-scientific disciplines were attracted 
to science 
science students attracted to a research career



A proposal: 
EASE - European Academy for Scientific Explainers

• Multitargeted: Courses within scientific PhDs, masters, short courses and 
summer schools for high-school students, stages and mobility among science 
centers and museums, Universities, Festivals, etc.

• Interdisciplinary education overcoming the traditional disciplines but focusing 
on new frontiers of science: nanosciences, bio-informatics, quantum 
technologies, genomics, environmental sciences, etc.

• General issues: communication techniques, theater and body management, 
entertainment, organisation, design and construction of exhibits and multimedia.

• Practical experience aimed at exploiting individual talents and orientate 
students to the best personal choice.

• Stages and exchanges to widen and differentiate the teaching techniques and 
approaches and to create a common environment aware of the importance and 
usefulness of science D&E.



Expected results

• New sensibility among the 
next generations towards 
science

• International mobility
• Interest of researchers

towards educating school 
students

• Awareness of the need to 
report on research

• New teams of people
speaking the same language on 
the “research market”



What Institutions can do to attract students to science?

Talent and passion typically raise 
between 10 and 14 years 

Families consensus: strong 
popular interest (TV, magazines, 
Festivals, Science Weeks, etc) to 
be expanded 

Schools difficulty: teachers scare 
of being asked “difficult” questions



What Institutions can do to attract students to science?

Stable relationships between Labs and Schools, with mutual benefit of 
preparing teachers and students for the local scientific environment and 
new professional skills for the productive system. 

Collaborations: conferences, workshops, lessons, edutainment, etc. 

Joint investments: in infrastructures (technical workshops, equipments. 
etc.) to be alternatively used by research groups or by schools for 
experimental and “hands-on” experiences.

Institutions should:
1) provide pluri-annual support for effective actions
2) consider that Science popularization is a benefit for their own image

towards citizens and Governments



What the market can do

I want to learn English: I can enjoy integration with summer schools 
multimedia courses, original tongue movies, songs, etc.
The offer on the market is wide and appropriate.
If I am weak in mathematics, biology or physics I can integrate my 
education only by (boring and always theoretical) private lessons…

Need of a new “market offer” for both students and the general 
public. 
Attraction of families is a must (in Europe humanities are “THE Culture”) 
“My son is a genius or a swot, then he is clever in mathematics or physics”
or “my son is normal, then he doesn’t understand science”…



Overcoming Math Anxiety…

Since the main constraint towards 
scientific studies is the 
confidence with Mathematics
we need to offer opportunities 
to learn Mathematics through 
edutainment to the public. 

Universities and Research Centers
could benefit from profit 
income and relationship with 
the local society.



I want to become a Scientist

The number of students in law, economics, communication shows that 
popular wishful thinking is often to become “rich and/or famous”.

Career perspectives for an economist versus a physician, mathematician 
or biologist… clearly show why students do not intend to become 
Researchers.

The image of Researchers is today “marginal” and far from the “true”
labour market. 

In most of the European Countries the Researcher is a civil servant (i.e. 
public officer, somehow “grey” and sponger) carrying a “vocational-top-
secret-mission-impossible”: no wishful thinking towards richness, but 
seeking a Nobel prize (one per year: statistically improbable…)



The “Cult”

Public Administration 
=

bureaucracy and rigidity
=

killers of creativity and talent of Researchers

We have then to help them to come out from 
the “ivory tower” and make them “cult”
subjects.

It happened 100 years ago...

Let’s do it again!


